
Ergonomics Application and Design Principles* 

Ergonomics focuses on the interactions between work demands and worker 
capabilities. The goal is to achieve those interactions between the work and the 
worker that will optimize productivity and, at the same time, preserve the safety and 
health of the workforce. This overview indicates various job and workplace 
recommendations that would assist in meeting this goal.  

Certain sets of principles govern: 

• workstation design  
• repetitive hand and wrist work 
• hand tool use and selection  
• lifting, lowering and carrying of materials  

These principles can aid employers in reducing the risk of 
work-related musculoskeletal disorders (WMSD). They offer 
ideas for correcting existing problems as well as preventing 
other problems when new production processes or job 
operations are planned. It is a matter of timing. Proactive 
ergonomics, by stressing these principles at the early design 
stages of developing work processes and job tasks, avoids 
the difficulty of finding retrofit solutions and any 
economic and human costs associated with an 
after-the-fact approach.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



General Workstation Design Principles 
 

1. Make the workstation adjustable, enabling both large and small persons to fit 
comfortably and reach materials easily.  

 
2. Locate all materials and tools in front of the worker to reduce twisting 

motions. Provide sufficient work space for the whole body to turn.  
 

3. Avoid static loads, fixed work postures, and job requirements in which 
operators must frequently or for long periods.  

• lean to the front or the side,  
• hold a limb in a bent or extended position,  
• tilt the head forward more than 15 degrees, or  
• support the body's weight with one leg.  

 
4.  Set the work surface above elbow height for tasks involving fine visual details 

and below elbow height for tasks requiring downward forces and heavy 
physical effort.  

 
5. Provide adjustable, properly designed chairs with the following features  

• adjustable seat height,  
• adjustable up and down back rest, including a lumbar (lower-back) 

support,  
• padding that will not compress more than an inch under the weight of 

a seated individual, and a chair that is stable to floor at all times (5-leg 
base).  

 
6. Allow the workers, at their discretion, to alternate between sitting and 

standing. Provide floor mats or padded surfaces for prolonged standing.  
 

7. Support the limbs: provide elbow, wrist, arm, foot, and back rests as needed 
and feasible.  

 
8. Use gravity to move materials.  

 
9. Design the workstation so that arm movements are continuous and curved. 

Avoid straight-line, jerking arm motions.  
 

10. Design so arm movements pivot about the elbow rather than around the 
shoulder to avoid stress on shoulder, neck, and upper back.  

 
11. Design the primary work area so that arm movements or extensions of more 

than 15 in. are minimized.  
 

12. Provide dials and displays that are simple, logical, and easy to read, reach, 
and operate.  

 
13. Eliminate or minimize the effects of undesirable environmental conditions 

such as excessive noise, heat, humidity, cold, and poor illumination. 
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Design Principles for Repetitive Hand and Wrist Tasks 
 

1. Reduce the number of repetitions per shift. Where possible, substitute full or 
semi-automated systems.  

 
2. Maintain neutral (handshake) wrist positions:  

• Design jobs and select tools to reduce extreme flexion or deviation of the 
wrist.  

• Avoid inward and outward rotation of the forearm when the wrist is bent 
to minimize elbow disorders (i.e., tennis elbow).  

 
3. Reduce the force or pressure on the wrists and hands:  

• Wherever possible, reduce the weight and size of objects that must be 
handled repeatedly.  

• Avoid tools that create pressure on the base of the palm which can 
obstruct blood flow and nerve function.  

• Avoid repeated pounding with the base of the palm.  
• Avoid repetitive, forceful pressing with the finger tips.  

 
4. Design tasks so that a power rather than a finger pinch grip can be used to 

grasp materials. Note that a pinch grip is five times more stressful than a 
power grip.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Avoid reaching more than 15 in. in front of the body for materials:  
• Avoid reaching above shoulder height, below waist level, or behind the 

body to minimize shoulder disorders.  
• Avoid repetitive work that requires full arm extension (i.e., the elbow held 

straight and the arm extended).  
 

6. Provide support devices where awkward body postures (elevated hands or 
elbows and extended arms) must be maintained. Use fixtures to relieve 
stressful hand/arm positions.  

 
7. Select power tools and equipment with features designed to control or limit 

vibration transmissions to the hands, or alternatively design work methods to 
reduce time or need to hold vibrating tools.  

 
8. Provide for protection of the hands if working in a cold environment. Furnish a 

selection of glove sizes and sensitize users to problems of forceful over-
gripping when worn.  

 
9. Select and use properly designed hand tools (e.g., grip size of tool handles 

should accommodate majority of workers). 
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power grip 

 
pinch grip 



Hand Tool Use and Selection Principles 
 

1. Maintain straight wrists. Avoid bending or rotating the wrists.  
Remember, bend the tool, not the wrist. A variety of 
bent-handle tools are commercially available.  
 

2. Avoid static muscle loading. Reduce both the weight and size of the tool. Do 
not raise or extend elbows when working with heavy tools. Provide counter-
balanced support devices for larger, heaver tools.  

 
3. Avoid stress on soft tissues. Stress concentrations result from poorly designed 

tools that exert pressure on the palms or fingers. Examples include short-
handled pliers and tools with finger grooves that do not fit the worker's hand.  

 
4. Reduce grip force requirements. The greater the effort to maintain control of 

a hand tool, the higher the potential for injury. A compressible gripping 
surface rather than hard plastic may alleviate this problem.  

 
5. Whenever possible, select tools that use a full-hand power grip rather than a 

precision finger grip.  
 

6. Maintain optimal grip span. Optimum grip spans for pliers, scissors, or tongs, 
measured from the fingers to the base of the thumb, range from 2.3 to 3.5 in. 
The recommended handle diameters for circular-handle tools such as 
screwdrivers are 1.25 to 2 in when a power grip is required, and 0.3 to 0.6 in 
when a precision finger grip is needed.  

 
7. Avoid sharp edges and pinch points. Select tools that will not cut or pinch the 

hands even when gloves are not worn.  
 

8. Avoid repetitive trigger-finger actions. Select tools with large switches that 
can be operated with all four fingers. Proximity switches are the most 
desirable triggering mechanism.  

 
9. Isolate hands from heat, cold, and vibration. Heat and cold can cause loss of 

manual dexterity and increased grip strength requirements. Excessive 
vibration can cause reduced blood circulation in the hands causing a painful 
condition known as white-finger syndrome.  

 
10. Wear gloves that fit. Gloves reduce both strength and dexterity. Tight-fitting 

gloves can put pressure on the hands, while loose-fitting gloves reduce grip 
strength and pose other safety hazards (e.g., snagging) 
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Design Principles for Lifting and Lowering Tasks 
 

1. Optimize material flow through the workplace by  
• reducing manual lifting of materials to a minimum,  
• establishing adequate receiving, storage, and shipping facilities, and  
• maintaining adequate clearances in aisle and access areas.  

 
2. Eliminate the need to lift or lower manually by  

• increasing the weight to a point where it must be mechanically handled,  
• palletizing handling of raw materials and products, and  
• using unit load concept (bulk handling in large bins or containers).  

 
3. Reduce the weight of the object by  

• reducing the weight and capacity of the container  
• reducing the load in the container 
• limiting the quantity per container to suppliers  

 
4. Reduce the hand distance from the body by  

• changing the shape of the object or container so that it can be held closer 
to the body 

• providing grips or handles for enabling the load to be held closer to the 
body  

 
5. Convert load lifting, carrying, and lowering movements to a push or pull by  

• providing conveyors 
• ball caster tables 
• hand trucks 
• four-wheel carts 
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Design Principles for Carrying Tasks 
 

1. Eliminate the need to carry by rearranging the workplace to eliminate 
unnecessary materials movement and using the following mechanical 
handling aids, when applicable:  

• Conveyors (all kinds)  
• Lift trucks and hand trucks  
• Tables or slides between workstations  
• Four-wheel carts or dollies  
• Air or gravity press ejection systems  

 
2. Reduce the weight that is carried by  

• reducing the weight of the object  
• reducing the weight of the container  
• reducing the load in the container 
• reducing the quantity per container to suppliers  

 
3. Reduce the bulk of the materials that are carried by  

• reducing the size or shape of the object or container  
• providing handles or hand-grips that allow materials to be held close to 

the body 
• assigning the job to two or more persons  

 
4. Reduce the carrying distance by  

• moving receiving, storage, or shipping areas closer to production areas 
 

• using powered and non-powered conveyors  
 

5. Convert carry to push or pull by  
• using non-powered conveyors, and  
• using hand trucks and push carts 
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*Adapted from design checklists developed by Dave Ridyard, CPE, CIH, CSP. Applied Ergonomics 
Technology, 270 Mather Road, Jenkintown, PA 19046–3129. 
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